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Questions From Interviewer

• 1. What led you to do what you do? 
• I’ve been a Business Consultant for over 30 years, incl. my time with Deloitte 

and Booz Allen.  I still perform as a Business Advisor

• 2. What mistakes do you see local people making when it comes to 
PROTECTing, PIVOTing & staying POSITIVE through this pandemic … 
& thrive on the other side?

• First, not believing that this is a real threat and danger to people and 
society. There is too much misinformation and bad advice out there, and too 
many conspiracy theories that deflect from reality

• Second, they are afraid to pivot or don’t know how to pivot.  The very word 
pivot is not a word that most people are familiar with 
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Questions From Interviewer

• 2. What mistakes do you see local people making when it comes to 
PROTECTing, PIVOTing & staying POSITIVE through this pandemic … 
& thrive on the other side? (cont’d)

• Third, they lack a sense of urgency.  Crisis implies moving super fast as if 
being chased by a monster

• Lastly, most people when facing a monster they panic, freeze, and even 
exude all kinds of negative feelings.  It’s natural reaction.  They want to find 
someone to blame, point the finger at someone … and criticize-criticize.  

• It’s not just the local people that do that.  All people around the planet behave the 
same way.
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Questions From Interviewer

• 2. What mistakes do you see local people making when it comes to 
PROTECTing, PIVOTing & staying POSITIVE through this pandemic … 
& thrive on the other side?  THE RIGHT APPROACH IS:

• Do what you just suggested: Protect-Pivot-Stay Positive

• The question is how does one do all that?
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Questions From Interviewer

• 3. Let’s keep it simple: if you could tell every listener your best steps 
to pivot so they survive and are poised to thrive when it’s over … 
what would you advise?  FOR INDIVIDUALS:

• Tighten the belt – stop the bleeding  save as much money as possible; 
secure liquidity

• Ensure access to capital (take advantage of low interest loans)

• Adapt Sustainable Living (see next three slides)

• Consider new options for job and career. Individuals need to find new types 
of work where telework and telecommuting is acceptable. If one can afford it, 
it may be smart to go for a new degree
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Questions From Interviewer

• 3. Let’s keep it simple: if you could tell every listener your best steps 
to pivot so they survive and are poised to thrive when it’s over … 
what would you advise?  FOR INDIVIDUALS (cont’d):

• Stay positive and optimistic, stay social, stay involved. 

• Loneliness and depression are as deadly as the virus itself.  
• UK announced two years ago a Minister of Loneliness
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Sustainable Living

• Have enough food and water for at least 3 weeks to survive any 
unforeseen disaster or calamity

• Have money in the bank and at home to survive at least 2 months of 
unforeseen problems; invest wisely

• Save water (smart faucets, smart meters, smart water heater …)

• Go nontoxic at home – use ecofriendly products

• Donate all unwanted clothes --- do not store unwanted clothes or 
throw them out

• Use green energy; use smart energy-saving appliances; unplug all 
unused electrical devices  save money
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Sustainable Living

• Reuse, reduce, recycle, repair/remake, refuse  Go Green

• Use mass transportation as much as possible  save money

• Use green transportation (electric and hybrid cars, bikes, ridesharing)

• Go on regular diets  save money, improve health

• Cook own meals, eat at home as much as possible  save money

• Economize; shop smart (look for discounts, coupons …)  save 
money

• It’s OK to buy used clothes and shoes  save money

• It’s OK to buy used furniture, vehicle, appliances  save money
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Sustainable Living

• Plant a garden or start an indoor (vertical) garden

• Purchase sustainable products; avoid throwaway products

• Downsize (move into a condo or apartment, move into a retirement 
community); reduce your footprint (sq. ft and emissions), buy a smaller car 
and appliances, etc.

• Start sewing to fix simple things like buttons and zippers

• Go paperless

• Use online services

• Telecommute, telework

• https://theminimalistvegan.com/live-a-more-sustainable-lifestyle/
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Questions From Interviewer

• 3. Let’s keep it simple: if you could tell every listener your best steps 
to pivot so they survive and are poised to thrive when it’s over … 
what would you advise?  FOR SMEs:

• First, tighten the belt – stop the bleeding  downsize  save as much 
money as possible  secure and increase liquidity (cash on hand)

• Second, ensure access to capital (take advantage of government loans, SBA 
loans, etc.)(sell certain assets)

• Third, engage w/policy makers (let them know and understand what is going 
on in your community)

• Fourth, develop a Plan or Plans to Survive/Endure, Transform, Pivot, Blossom.  
It all starts with two plans: a) Crisis Management Plan, b) Business Plan
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Questions From Interviewer

• 3. Let’s keep it simple: if you could tell every listener your best steps 
to pivot so they survive and are poised to thrive when it’s over … 
what would you advise? SMEs (cont’d):

• Reinvent your company.  Don’t get stuck to the way it was (the old normal).  
There is a NEW NORMAL emerging (p. 26). Understand what it is and what it 
means to you

• Haircuts at home, telehealth/telemedicine, tele-consulting, 3-D Printing of CONVID19 
masks, online education, virtual workshops              …

• I am personally working with three business owners (L.A. (kill ridehailing, start Climate 
Change invention), San Antonio (kill ridesharing, start medical invention, and Sarasota
(transfer cow health monitoring system to humans) to change their business models)  
(Gerald: professor to consultant), (Phil: consultant to professor)
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Super Cuts 
Can Cut Your 
Hair At Home
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How NTX Businesses Can Pivot To Make It Thru 
This Huge Disruption
• Make an honest assessment where the business is, what it needs to 

do to survive, and how to proceed quickly --- Crisis Management Plan

• Iterate the assessment with your investors/board.  Tell them what 
help you need from them 

• Prepare new (brief) business model and operating plan. Carpe Diem.  
Go after the new opportunities.  It’s OK to be an opportunist

• Present, get approvals, implement quickly

https://hbr.org/2020/03/a-5-day-plan-to-keep-your-company-afloat
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• Leverage Amazon as a platform to sell your products

• Offer free and quick deliveries (La Madeleine, Domino’s Pizza …)

• Offer online services (incl. free workshops, seminars, coaching …)

• Website – increase channels (SEO, PPC, landing page with 
“giveaways”, catalog with checkout, email, blog, connection to LI, FB, 
twitter, subscriptions, classified listing, banners, coupons, ads and 
clickthrough revenue, customer service, referrals, rewards program)

• Online publicity, content marketing, newsletter marketing, paid 
advertising

• Leverage the Shared Economy and Outsourcing. If someone can 
make it faster, better, cheaper  go there

• Spend more time in the Virtual World.  Create a presence!
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Companies make temporary business 
adjustments to fight the ongoing health crisis
Examples: Fashion, packaging companies, alcohol producers that are 
providing masks, gowns or sanitizers. Often these new product lines are 
provided at costs or at minimal profit margins.

• Once the urgent health need is gone, many will drop these products 
again from their portfolio.

• From a business strategy point of view, these innovations are the least 
interesting to track.
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Companies fighting for survival: new 
products/services and new clients
• In specific industries, demand just dropped close to zero. Companies in this 

space have to be creative. A full business model redesign might be 
considered.

• The most manageable switches are those who can keep more or less their 
existing product, keep their client base but only have to rethink their 
distribution channel and how they interact with their customers. But just 
this can be a massive challenge. A yoga teacher can switch rather easily to 
virtual classes while setting up a new B2B supply chain to serve clients via 
e-commerce is a whole other ball game.

• Unfortunately, some organizations need to start from scratch. Hopefully, 
they can keep some of their assets (e.g. their core team or a key license or 
…). But they need to switch to a new product and new client segment. 
Many companies in hospitality, event business or travel industry are in this 
space.
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Companies looking into new emerging needs

• Certain companies are very opportunistic and tap into new emerging 
needs. While their current business model remains more or less unaffected, they 
just spot an additional client problem that they can solve.  The Low Touch 
Economy will need new logistic solutions, better cleaning/hygiene solutions, new 
communication tools, etc. There is unseen landgrab today for additional market 
share.

• https://www.boardofinnovation.com/blog/business-model-pivots-in-the-low-
touch-
economy/?utm_campaign=low%20touch%20economy&utm_medium=email&_h
senc=p2ANqtz-_5vLFF6DBMTXbg_QYKA5RYAu0wAZB5Se9wm2Yn-
Gsfsj8O7u9PQex_uFIEmL2R3tt-
YEO3PpalJ3asVxol567Q7e_NwA&_hsmi=86598417&utm_source=hs_email&utm_
content=86598417&hsCtaTracking=aa4d47ce-37f3-414b-a008-
cdcdc0110801%7C47fc5e63-69fa-4b27-af52-023233b9f4b8
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THE QUESTION EVERY LEADER SHOULD BE 
ASKING RIGHT NOW
• It’s tempting to look around and ponder, what does the world need 

right now that my business can provide?

• It’s a solid question for the medium and long term, but companies 
that need to be successful in the coming months should consider 
starting closer to home with the capabilities they have and the 
customers they know.

• Every leadership team should be asking: What are the biggest 
challenges my current customers are facing right now that we can 
solve?
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The Silver Lining
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Ugly Sources of Innovation
Unexpected Sources of Disruption
Pandemics
Disasters
Calamities
Catastrophes
Adversities
Tragedies
Hardships
Sufferings

Compulsory Disruption
Unavoidable Disruption
Ugly Disruption

Creative Disruption
Inspired Disruption
Ingenious Disruption



What Is The Impact Of These?

• Cashless Economy  No cash, no credit cards; just smart devices …

• Low-touch Economy  Less buildings, less new construction …

• Gig Economy  No permanent employees, no benefits …

• Trillion-sensor Economy  All connected; we all become “Open Books” …

• Circular Economy  Reuse, reduce, recycle; end-of-life management …

• Green Economy  Environmentalist mentality; sustainable development

• Sharing Economy  Sharing resources, assets, costs, infrastructures …

• Digital Economy  New online opportunities, digital transformation …

• Social Distancing Economy?  ???
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Questions From Interviewer

• 4. Once they've identified their pivot, do you have any tips to keep serving 
and growing?

• If it feels good and it is providing the livelihood that one desires, then stick with it

• If it does not feel good, then go back to what one was doing, or find a new 
opportunity to pursue and make a career out of it.  I had to reinvent myself 7 times 
in my long career (Robotics, FOF & CIM, CIO, COO, Entrepreneur, CEO, Professor)

• 5. How can our listeners learn more about you and your work?  
• For entrepreneurs  Cleantech Open

• For SMEs  Biz Smarter Consulting

• For Smart Manufacturers  International Innovation Centers

• Email me at phillipandrews7@gmail.com
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Food For Thought
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20200424-why-it-will-be-so-hard-to-return-to-normal

• What does “normal” really mean, anyway?

• Eventually nostalgia became a longing for a different time; more 
specifically, for a time that never existed

• Whatever Humans do is always going to be called normal.  But 
“normal” is a fleeting thing.  When we compare the “normal” 
behavior of the 1920s vs. the one in the 1950s, vs. the one today, one 
will see that the normal has shifted dramatically.  We went as far to 
call the abnormal, normal.  And life goes on; habits, norms, customs, 
values and beliefs … change.  Very few things in life are static.
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The Impact Of C-Virus On 4IR

• Virus or no virus, work is changing dramatically.  New technologies 
will affect many people in clerical jobs (cashiers, store clerks, counter 
clerks, tellers, administrators,  assistants …), workers in factories, 
construction workers, truck drivers, taxi drivers … etc.

• AI, analytics, hard and flexible automation, machine learning, self-driving 
vehicles, self-flying planes, self-navigating ships, remote learning, 
telework/telecommute, 3D-Printing, advanced sensor technology, advanced 
vision systems, big data, blockchain, cloud computing, VR/AR …

• The best advice is to get an advanced technology degree.  It is the 
best ticket for survival.  Uneducated people and low degreed people 
will have a very hard time finding jobs
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Some Professions May Be 
In Trouble

• Who needs Geography?

• Who needs History?

• Who needs Classics?

• Who needs Literature?

• Who needs Philosophy?

• Who needs Political Science?

• Who needs Anthropology?

• Who needs Sociology?

• Who needs Modern Languages?
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Backup Slides
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Identify And Explain “The New Normal” 
Near Term

• Staggered school-days and smaller class sizes

• Disposable menus and masked servers

• Empty stadiums and concert halls
• Fewer parties, celebrations, and events

• No handshakes

• Tracking of location and other personal information
• Tracking of certain trends (like hot spot migrations)

• Changes at airports and limited travel

• Face masks may become an everyday accessory

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/16/us/coronavirus-pandemic-
new-normal/index.html
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The New Normal (cont’d)

• Teleworking and telecommuting increase in popularity
• Remote Work may become the New Normal

• Streaming everything

• Online retailing becomes the best way to buy things (from food to 
shoes)

• Ridesharing may disappear (Lyft and Uber will be in trouble)

• Bookstores and libraries will suffer

• Movie theaters, restaurants, bars and clubs will also see a great 
reduction in guests and patrons

• NPOs will struggle without volunteers … and donations
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For the outside of shops
•The numbers of customers within stores needs to be limited, 
ideally there will be separate exits and entrances, and 
customers should be able to remain two meters apart when 
inside.
•Staff should meet customers at the door and explain the rules, 
signs outside the shop should also give instructions, and 
markings should be placed outside the store for queuing.
•Non-contact stock deliveries should be considered, and 
customers advised to shop on their own if this is possible.

For the inside of shops
•At the front of shops there needs to be cleaning stations with 
equipment including hand sanitizer and areas which are 
touched a lot such as door handles need to be cleaned 
regularly.
•Floor markings around the shop and till area will help 
customers to social distance, as well as clear signs, and regular 
announcements.
•Barriers at till points will protect staff and should be cleaned 
regularly, contactless payments are encouraged, and self-
checkout areas need to be cleaned regularly.
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Additional Reading

• Reviving America after Covid-19 will take years, not months

• https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/04/26/844207862/6-
solutions-to-beat-covid-19-in-countries-where-the-usual-advice-just-wont-work

• https://www.newsweek.com/uk-retail-sales-fall-sharpest-since-records-began-
1499974

• https://www.managementconsultingconnection.com/edition/daily-emotional-
intelligence-sales-2020-04-15?open-article-id=13510367&article-title=business-
development-and-networking-during-a-pandemic-lockdown&blog-
domain=successfulindependentconsulting.com&blog-title=successful-
independent-consulting

• https://www.thedailybeast.com/who-should-go-back-to-work-first-as-covid-19-
social-distancing-gradually-ends?ref=home

• https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/10/global-competitiveness-report-2019-
economic-trends-for-policymakers/
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Best Upfront Advice

• Be proactive; think ahead; anticipate  have a plan

• Be ready  practice your plan; review and improve your plan on a regular 
basis (the Plan is not credenza-ware or a 3-Ring binder to pacify 
regulators).  Train your people; improve your culture (to be alert and 
vigilant)

• Minimize and mitigate risk on ongoing basis

• Remember that you have choices.  Make the right choice: 
“When something bad happens you have three choices. You can either let 
it define you, let it destroy you, or you can let it strengthen you.” — Dr. 
Seuss
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The Right Approach Moving Forward
The Path To Next Normal
• Resolve (Fix, Repair, Mend, Renovate, Refurbish, Restore …)

• Resile (Resiliency, Flexibility, Toughness, Strength, Resistance …)

• Return (Bouncing Back, Springiness, Buoyancy  …)

• Reimagine (Innovation, Invention, Creativity, Imagination …)

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/healthcare-systems-and-
services/our-insights/beyond-coronavirus-the-path-to-the-next-normal
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When Chaos Reigns, Simplify-Simplify-Simplify

Try breaking your responses down in three phases.

Crisis response: In the middle of the pandemic shut down, what resources 
do you have and how can you align or realign them to keep serving your 
market or maybe a new market?

Come back plan: We can’t be sure when, but there will be a comeback. What 
will come back first? What can you do to prepare? Many businesses will 
close, what gaps can you anticipate and fill?

The New Normal: Everything will be different. What will the new normal 
look like and how can you serve that market with your strengths and 
resources?
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Crisis Response For Small Companies

• Act immediately; stop all non-essential activity
• Stop the bleeding, downsize, economize

• Watch very carefully revenue streams and expenses (cash flow)

• Differ payments to  3rd parties --- ask for their understanding and 
forgiveness

• Negotiate new terms --- remind them of the alternative

• Minimize inventory (if applicable)

• Sell all that can be sold to raise capital and save the company

• Follow Government’s rules and instructions
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PREPARE YOUR PIVOT ELEVATOR PITCH

• It’s also important to consider your organization’s unique skills and 
abilities in the context of this conversation. At the end of this, what 
you really want is a pivot elevator pitch that will make immediate 
sense to your employees, your customers, and your investors. 

• It would go something like this: “One of our customers’ biggest 
challenges right now is x, and we are the best company in the world 
to solve for that with y because of z.”
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OPPORTUNITY EVEN WHEN THE CUSTOMER 
CAN’T AFFORD TO BUY
• So what happens when your customer base is struggling to survive and the 

idea of spending any money at all right now is off the table? If you’re in this 
boat, it’s easy to want to hunker down and ride out the storm (and if you 
have the cash to do so, then you’re lucky).

• Keep in mind that at some point in time, your customers will be buying 
again. So, figure out ways to best support them in the meantime so you 
are the first dollar they spend once they are back in business.

• Maybe there’s specialized content they could really use right now? Or a 
community group you can build to connect them with others who are in 
their same boat. Support them now in meaningful ways and it will pay 
great future dividends in trust, loyalty, and ultimately, revenue.

• Offer low monthly payments, 0% interest rate, 0 cash upfront …
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SELL WITHOUT OFFENDING YOUR CUSTOMERS

• This has been a huge topic of debate over the past weeks for leadership teams 
everywhere. On one hand, we want to continue to earn new revenue to keep our 
businesses humming. On the other hand, using heavy-handed sales techniques 
or save tactics might hurt our long-term relationship with our customers or turn 
new ones off.

• Bringing customers into the fold by sharing with them the reasons behind your 
decisions and offerings is a good way to strike that balance. A message such as 
“We’ve been thinking a lot about what you are going through and developed a 
solution we think will help” will drive goodwill and show that you care about 
their success.

• Depending on your audience, showing appropriate vulnerability about what you 
are going through and how you are leaning on your core values to rise up for 
them can also further build the relationship, although caution should be applied 
here, as a desperate message to your customers pleading for sales will likely fall 
flat.
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Crisis Response For Large Companies

• Assign immediately a Crisis Manager

• Crisis Manager forms immediately a Crisis Response/Recovery Team

• Team deploys Crisis Management Plan 
• Team obtains all inputs from external sources

• Team reviews and assesses crisis, identifies the weak points, makes changes to 
the plan based on assessments, and makes the right arrangements to plug the 
holes in the plan

• Reminder: Not all crises are the same.  No plan is perfect.

• Team deploys the Communications Plan (Internal and External)

• Team identifies the proper responses/actions, starting with the most critical ones
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Crisis Response For Large Companies

• Engage with regulators and governments agencies
• Take their input; follow their instructions

• Proactively seek their help (equipment, services, training, loans, etc.)

• Contact clients, suppliers and partners and keep them informed
• Seek their advice; exchange information; share resources  help others

• Offer psychological and spiritual assistance

• Anticipate and manage other fallout; react accordingly

• Update Crisis Response Plan based on new revelations

• Move with great speed (speed matters!)
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The Bottom Line: 

• Every organization is unique and meaningful and can still add value 
for its customers, even in times of great uncertainty. If a change in 
financial trajectory needs to happen fast, work to understand the 
new challenges your current customers are facing and use your 
unique strengths to quickly pivot to that model.

• Key messages
• Pivot, not panic

• Reinvent yourself and your company  Transform

• Find ways to synergize with others

• Show sympathy, empathy, kindness; help others
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Other Interesting Notes and Points

• Zoom Goes From Conferencing App to the Pandemic’s Social Network

• Cities will have at embrace Hydroponics and Aquaponics for Vertical 
Farms and Gardens within City Limits.  It’s a matter of survival  ---
saving the food supply chains.  Can no longer depend for food arriving 
from all four corners of the planet

• The concepts of Sustainable and Resilient Cities now are finally 
hitting home
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Other Key Components

• Emergency Response Plan

• Business Continuity Plan

• Business Continuity Audit

• Succession Plan (for privately owned SMEs)

• Exit Strategy
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Business Continuity Plan
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Disaster Recovery Plan

BIA
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